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Reward has a powerful influence on motor behavior. To probe how and where reward systems alter motor behavior, we studied smooth
pursuit eye movements in monkeys trained to associate the color of a visual cue with the size of the reward to be issued at the end of the
target motion. When the tracking task presented two different colored targets that moved orthogonally, monkeys biased the initiation of
pursuit toward the direction of motion of the target that led to larger reward. The bias was larger than expected given the modest effects
of reward size on tracking of single targets. Experiments with three different reward sizes suggested that the bias afforded a given target
depends mainly on the size of the larger reward. To analyze the effect of reward on directional learning in pursuit, monkeys tracked a
single moving target that changed direction 250 ms after the onset of motion. Expectation of a larger reward led to a larger learned eye
movement during the acquisition of the learned response and during subsequent probes of what had been learned, implying that reward
influenced the expression rather than the acquisition of learning. The specific effects of reward size on learning and two-target stimuli
imply that the site of reward modulation is at a level where multiple target motions compete for control of eye movement, downstream
from sensory processing and learning and upstream from final motor processing.

Introduction
Reward size and expectation are strong modulators of behavior.
Reward and reward expectation are strongly represented in the
basal ganglia (Schultz, 1998; Joshua et al., 2008), and effects of
reward appear on the discharge of neurons in many parts of
various motor systems (Platt and Glimcher, 1999; Arkadir et al.,
2004; Ding and Hikosaka, 2006). However, we do not know how
reward impacts the planning and execution of a motor behavior,
at either the conceptual level in terms of the components of a
motor behavior or the practical level of neurons and circuits.
Some headway has been made for saccadic eye movements (Lau-
wereyns et al., 2002; Takikawa et al., 2002), but the current un-
derstanding is at best incomplete.

Smooth pursuit eye movements offer a unique opportunity to
determine how reward controls motor planning and execution.
Much is already known about the different components of pur-
suit and their interaction. Signals for pursuit flow from a sensory
representation in extrastriate middle temporal area MT (New-
some et al., 1985; Groh et al., 1997) to motor processing in the
brainstem and cerebellum (Fig. 1). The pursuit system is subject

to reliable forms of learning (Medina et al., 2005) that occur
downstream from sensory processing (Carey et al., 2005). Still
farther downstream (Kahlon and Lisberger, 1999; Recanzone and
Wurtz, 1999), vector averaging is used to combine multiple visual
motion signals and create a single command for smooth eye
movement (Lisberger and Ferrera, 1997). Target choice alters the
weight afforded a given direction of target motion in the vector
averaging process (Gardner and Lisberger, 2001). Our goal was to
localize the effects of reward on pursuit eye movements within
the context of the conceptual structure given in Figure 1, as a step
toward understanding the effects of reward at a neural level.

The skeleton of the neural circuit for pursuit and the signals car-
ried at different levels of the circuit are known (Tian and Lynch,
1997). The basal ganglia, as the most likely source of signals related to
reward expectation, interact with the pursuit circuit through the
smooth eye movement region of the frontal eye field (FEFSEM). The
FEFSEM plays important roles in pursuit learning (Li and Lisberger,
2011) and direction-specific modulation of the strength of visual–
motor transmission for pursuit (Tanaka and Lisberger, 2001, 2002).
Thus, it will be important to understand the impact of reward on
these components of pursuit to reach the ultimate goal of under-
standing how and where reward alters the firing of specific neurons.

In the present paper, we show that reward accesses the
pursuit system at the level where vector averaging occurs. Re-
ward acts by altering the relative strength afforded different
target motions in relation to how strongly they will be re-
warded. Reward affects learned eye movements rather than the
learning process itself. By revealing how reward fits into the con-
ceptual organization of the essential circuit, we provide informa-
tion that is critical for understanding the interaction of the
reward systems and a well-understood sensory–motor circuit.
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Materials and Methods
Three male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) served as subjects. To
instrument them for experiments, each monkey was anesthetized with
isoflurane, and a search coil was implanted on one eye (Ramachandran
and Lisberger, 2005) so that eye position could be measured using the
magnetic search coil technique. Custom-cut orthopedic stainless steel
strips were attached to the monkeys’ skull with 6-mm-long screws. The
straps served as the foundation for dental acrylic to secure a receptacle
that was used to fix the head to the primate chair. Appropriate analgesic
and antibiotic treatments were administered postoperatively. After re-
covery from surgery, monkeys were trained to sit in a primate chair with
the head restrained and to fixate and track spots of light that moved
across a monitor placed in front of them. All procedures involving the
monkeys had been approved in advance by the Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee at University of California, San Francisco and fol-
lowed the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals.

Visual stimuli and experimental design. Visual stimuli were displayed
on a Barco monitor at a distance of 30 cm from the monkeys’ eye. Targets
appeared as bright 0.5° circles on a dark background. All experiments
were performed in a dimly lit room. Sequences of target motion were
controlled by a computer that also performed all the real-time opera-
tions. Signals proportional to horizontal and vertical eye position were
passed through an analog circuit to create signals proportional to
horizontal and vertical eye velocity. The circuit differentiated fre-
quency content from 0 to 25 Hz and filtered higher frequencies with a
roll-off of 20 db/decade. The analog signals proportional to eye posi-
tion and velocity were digitized at 1000 samples/s on each channel and
stored for analysis.

Pursuit stimuli were presented in trials. At the start of a trial, a station-
ary white target appeared in the middle of the screen, and monkeys were
required to fixate within a 2° � 2° window. After the monkey attained
steady fixation on the white target, one or two additional targets ap-
peared 4 –5° eccentric along the horizontal and/or vertical meridian. The
color of the eccentric targets cued the size of the reward that would be
received at the end of the trial. After a variable delay of 800 –1200 ms, in
which the monkeys were required to continue and fixate on the central
target, the fixation target disappeared and the eccentric targets started to

move toward the middle of the screen at 30°/s.
In some of the recordings sessions of monkey S,
we reduced the time before the onset of target
motion to 500 –700 ms to minimize anticipa-
tory movements. Changing the fixation time
did not change any of our findings.

In single-target trials, the target moved at
constant velocity for 600 –750 ms, and mon-
keys were required to keep their gaze within a
2– 4° square window centered on the moving
target. At the end of the trial, the target stopped
and the monkey received a water reward. In
monkey P, we used a green target for the large
reward (0.2– 0.4 ml) and a yellow target for
small reward (0.05– 0.1 ml). In monkeys I and
S, we reversed the association between color
and reward size.

In two-target trials, the monkeys initiated
a smooth eye movement and then typically
made a saccade to one of the targets. To allow
the monkey to choose a pursuit target freely,
we suspended fixation requirements from
the time of disappearance of the fixation tar-
get to the end of the first saccade. We de-
tected the first saccade by sensing when eye
velocity exceeded and then crossed back down-
ward through 80°/s, at which time we extin-
guished the target that was farther from the
endpoint of the saccade. The monkey received
a reward after successful tracking of the re-
maining target. The size of the reward was

linked to the color of the target chosen for tracking and followed the same
rules used to determine the reward size during single-trial experiments.
In rare trials when the monkey did not execute a saccade, the reward size
was determined according to the color of the target that was closer to eye
position at the end of the target movement, but only if the eye was within
4° of at least one of the targets at the end of the trial.

In some experiments, we delivered only single-target trials and studied
the effect of reward size on the response to target motion. In other ex-
periments, we delivered both single- and two-target trials to study the
effect of reward size on the weighting of the target motions. The direc-
tions of the single-target motions were selected to provide appropriate
controls for assessing the responses in two-target trials. Different pairs of
two-target motion directions were interleaved and compared with
single-target trials collected in the same daily experiment. To control for
the influence of motivational changes during a recording day, blocks of
single-target trials could precede or follow blocks with two trials. The
order of the blocks did not change any of our conclusions.

Directional learning paradigm. Learning experiments followed the di-
rectional learning paradigm established by Medina et al. (2005). Learning
trials began with the same sequence of target presentations as the single-
target trials. After the colored target had moved at 30°/s for 250 ms, we
changed target direction by adding an orthogonal component of motion
at 30°/s. We considered the change in target direction as an “instruction”
that teaches the pursuit system to emit eye motion orthogonal to the
direction of target motion (Medina et al., 2005).

Each learning block of 300 trials comprised 45% learning trials with
target motion that started in a given direction and changed direction 250
ms later, 10% probe trials with target motion that started in the same
direction as the learning trials and did not change direction, and 45%
control trials that started with motion in the opposite direction from the
learning and probe trials and also did not change direction. To equalize
the overall reward that could be attained in each block of trials, the
control trials in a learning block provided the opposite reward size from
the learning trials. Blocks with large rewards for learning trials provided
small rewards for the control trials and vice versa. The different trials
were interleaved in random order within blocks in which the learning
direction, reward size, and time of the instructive change in target direc-
tion were fixed. To control for the influence of motivational changes

Choice

Motor

Sensory Learning Vector
averaging

Figure 1. Flow of information from sensory processing to final motor processing for smooth pursuit eye movements. The
rectangular blocks represent different components of pursuit behavior, and the arrows between the boxes indicate the conceptual
flow of information based on previous reports. The two arrows inside the boxes for sensory processing and learning indicate the
existence of two parallel representations of two targets moving in different directions. The single arrow inside the box for vector
averaging indicates the combination of multiple target motions to produce a single pursuit eye movement.
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during a recording day, blocks of learning with small and large reward for
learning trials were alternated and the reward size of the first block of
learning alternated across days.

Probe trials always were interleaved with learning trials and led to
rewards consistent with the color of the target in the probe trial. In some
blocks, probe trials cued and delivered the opposite reward from the
learning trials. In other blocks, probe trials cued and delivered rewards of
an intermediate size that was the same for blocks that provided large or
small rewards for learning trials. Because monkeys did not always com-
plete the full 300 trials of the learning block (containing 135 learning
trials), we analyzed learning blocks that contained at least 75 learning
trials. Each learning block was preceded by a baseline block of at least 50
probe trials in the same direction used for the start of the subsequent
learning trials, again without changing the direction of the target.

Data analysis. We used eye velocity thresholds to detect saccades au-
tomatically and then verified the automatic decisions by visual inspection
of the traces from each trial. In the one-target and two-target experi-
ments, we excluded from analysis any trials that had saccades within an
analysis window from 0 to 200 ms after the onset of target motion. We
averaged the eye velocity across responses to identical target motions and
reward contingencies, to obtain the mean eye velocity vector as a func-
tion of time. Statistics were performed by testing for significance across
sessions. We set the significance level at 0.05. We obtained similar results
using both parametric and nonparametric statistics and with tests using
more complicated designs with the session number as one factor (Fried-
man’s test or two-way ANOVA).

In learning trials, we were interested in the time course of the trial-by-
trial progress of learning and hence we did not simply discard trials with
saccades. Instead, we treated the eye velocity between the start and end of
each saccade as missing data. To confirm that including the 2.5% of trials
with saccades in the analysis window did not affect the results, we verified
that the conclusions did not change if we discarded all trials with sac-
cades. To quantify the learned response, we took the average of the eye
velocity in the learned direction in the interval from 200 to 300 ms after
the onset of target motion, which corresponds to the interval from 50 ms
before to 50 ms after the time of the instructive change in target motion
used to induce learning. Comparison between different conditions (e.g.,
probe vs learning) was performed by nonparametric statistical tests
(paired Wilcoxon’s and Mann–Whitney tests) on the average learned
responses.

We estimated the latency of average smooth eye velocity responses as
the time when eye velocity became significantly different from zero and
remained different until the end of the analysis window. This approach
avoids early detections of response attributable to noise and exploits the
fact that the eye velocity response increases with time and hence tends to
remain significant after the genuine response onset.

Results
Our study used tasks designed to probe three different facets of
pursuit behavior to test how reward interacts with sensory–mo-
tor transformations for smooth pursuit eye movements. First, we
evaluate the relative weighting of different visual stimuli for the
initiation of pursuit using the simultaneous motion of two tar-
gets: the initial 100 ms of pursuit is biased toward the direction of
motion of the target that yields a larger reward. Second, we
show that larger rewards lead to faster initial eye accelerations
even for the motion of single targets but that the effects are too
small to explain the bias toward the larger reward in the two-
target experiment. Third, we evaluate the effect of reward on
motor learning in pursuit: reward size modulates mainly the
expression of learning.

Reward size biases responses to two-target stimuli
When two targets start to move simultaneously in orthogonal
directions under conditions in which the targets are identical and
lead to equal rewards, the speeds of the horizontal and vertical eye
components are approximately half of those evoked by each tar-

get moving singly. The direction of the net eye movement is
approximately halfway between the directions of the responses to
the two target motions singly. Quantitative analysis has shown
that the pursuit direction and speed of two equally salient targets
can be accounted for in terms of vector averaging of the orthog-
onal eye movements evoked by each target singly (Lisberger and
Ferrera, 1997). We now show that previous knowledge of the
reward size associated with each target can bias the initiation of
pursuit strongly toward one of the two targets.

In the experiment illustrated in the top schematic of Figure 2,
in which the colors of the two targets are represented by open and
filled spots, the monkey knew in advance that tracking the filled
spot would lead to a small reward and tracking the open spot
would lead to a large reward. In 99% of the two-target trials, the
monkey’s first saccade took the eye to the target that would lead
to the larger reward. We analyzed the eye velocity that preceded
the first saccade, in an interval of presaccadic pursuit that is in-
fluenced only very weakly by target choice for the subsequent
saccade when the targets lead to equal rewards (Gardner and
Lisberger, 2001).

At least 100 ms before the first saccade, monkeys initiated a
smooth eye movement biased toward the direction of motion of
the target that would yield a large reward, henceforth called the
“highly rewarded direction.” Figure 2A, for example, uses re-
cords from two trials to illustrate that each eye velocity compo-
nent was larger when it coincided with the highly rewarded
direction. The horizontal eye velocity was large when the hori-
zontal target led to a large reward (continuous trace) and quite
small when the vertical target led to a large reward (dashed trace).
The vertical eye velocity showed the opposite relationship. At
least for the horizontal eye velocity, the traces for the different
highly rewarded directions diverged starting from the onset of
pursuit. For vertical eye velocity, the divergence occurred �20–30
ms after the onset of pursuit.

The effect of future reward on the bias toward one target or the
other was present across experimental days and monkeys. In Fig-
ure 3, each trace plots the averages of eye velocity for multiple
repetitions of each experiment in two monkeys. Here, and in
some of our other graphs, we have used two-dimensional plots
that show vertical eye velocity as a function of horizontal eye
velocity for the first 200 ms after the onset of target movement.
Time is not represented explicitly in Figure 3. Instead, time begins
with eye velocity at (0,0), defined by the intersection of the two
dashed axes. As time proceeds toward 200 ms after the onset of
target motion, eye velocity becomes non-zero and moves out-
ward along each trace in the graph. We have chosen to use the
two-dimensional representation of eye velocity because it enables
a clear comparison of the directions of eye movement in different
reward conditions. To help the reader appreciate the passage of
time, we also have placed open circular symbols on the graph to
indicate 150 ms after the onset of target motion.

We obtained the same general picture for all six pairs of or-
thogonal target directions that we were able to analyze in two
monkeys, shown by data drawn in six quadrants in Figure 3.
Thus, the same pair of target directions was used for all traces
within an individual quadrant, and the traces differed only in the
monkey’s expectations of reward size for each target. When the
reward assigned to the two moving targets was unequal (blue and
green traces), the trajectory of eye velocity was biased toward the
highly rewarded target almost from the initiation of pursuit. By
the end of the first 100 ms of pursuit, the bias toward the highly
rewarded target grew quite large. Eye velocity was more strongly
horizontal when the horizontal target motion was highly re-
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warded (blue traces) and more strongly vertical when the vertical
target motion was highly rewarded (green traces). When the re-
ward assigned to the two moving targets was equal (red and pur-
ple traces), the trajectory of eye velocity was intermediate and
depended only slightly on whether the rewards were both large or
both small.

For comparison with the effects of reward on the responses to
two-target stimuli, we also assessed the effect of reward size on
tracking of a single target. In single-target trials, we provided a
colored cue about the future reward size and then delivered the

advertised reward after successful com-
pletion of the trial (Fig. 2, bottom sche-
matic). Even in interleaved trials in which
the color of the target (and the reward
size) varied randomly from trial to trial,
the monkey’s smooth eye velocity was
modestly larger in the trial with the large
reward and his pursuit was punctuated by
fewer corrective saccades. For the two ex-
amples illustrated in Figure 2B, the eye
velocity generated in anticipation of a
larger reward (continuous trace) had a
more rapid eye acceleration, more accu-
rate steady-state eye velocity, and no cor-
rective saccades, all in contrast to the
features of the eye velocity generated in
anticipation of a smaller reward (dashed
trace). To understand the mechanisms of
reward action on pursuit, we will ask
whether the eye movements evoked by
pairs of unequally rewarded targets can be
predicted by the linear combination of the

responses to the two targets presented singly with the same re-
ward expectations used in the two-target trials.

Relative sites of reward modulation and vector averaging
The schematic diagrams at the top of Figure 4 illustrate three
conceptual possibilities for the interaction of reward size and the
initiation of pursuit. Each diagram predicts the eye movements
evoked by two-target stimuli in relation to the eye movements
evoked by each of the target motions singly. Because we delivered

A

20 deg/s

Monkey I 
H large
V large
Both large
Both small

B

10 deg/s

Monkey P 

Figure 3. The effect of reward size on the initiation of pursuit for two-target stimuli across multiple experiments. Each trace
plots average vertical (V) eye velocity versus average horizontal (H) eye velocity for each millisecond in the first 200 ms after the
onset of target motion. Different colors show data for different reward–size paradigms. Traces in different quadrants show
responses for different pairs of orthogonal directions of target motions. The multiple traces of the same color show results from
identical experiments performed on different days. A, B, the two graphs show data for two monkeys. Open circles on the traces
show the eye velocities 150 ms after the onset of target motion. In monkey P we did not study the pursuit evoked by combinations
of horizontal and upward target motion because pursuit was poor for the upward motion of single targets.
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Figure 2. Example data showing the effect of reward size on the initiation of pursuit. The sequence of snapshots illustrates the structure of the behavioral task with two targets (top) or single
targets (bottom). We show targets as filled and open spots for clarity of presentation, although they actually were green and yellow in our experiments. A, Examples of the horizontal (Horiz.) and
vertical (Vert.) eye velocity in two different trials. The continuous and dashed traces show responses when the highly rewarded target moved horizontally or vertically. B, The black solid and dashed
traces show examples of the horizontal eye position (Pos.) and velocity (Vel.) in trials that led to large or small rewards. The gray dashed lines are the target position and velocity.
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both two-target and single-target motions
in daily experiments, we were able to test
these three models with our data.

The left schematic (VA3 reward) il-
lustrates the possibility that reward mod-
ulation occurs downstream from the site
of vector averaging in pursuit circuitry.
Then, reward would act after the direction
of the smooth eye movement had been
determined. The direction of the eye ve-
locity would be determined by the vector
average of the responses to the two targets
singly, and the reward would act only on
the magnitude of eye velocity. The data in
Figure 3 contradict the hypothesis that re-
ward modulation is downstream from
vector averaging, because they show an ef-
fect of reward size on the direction of eye
velocity for two-target stimuli.

The middle schematic at the top of Fig-
ure 4 (reward3VA) illustrates the possi-
bility that modulation by reward size of
the responses to each of the single targets
occurs upstream from the site of vector
averaging. In this case, the direction of the
eye movement evoked in two-target tri-
als should be the vector average of the re-
sponses to each target presented singly with
the appropriate reward sizes: we would say
that reward had affected the strength of the
pursuit evoked by one target direction but
not that it truly had biased target choice. The
rightmost schematic (Weight modulation)
illustrates the results predicted if reward size
can modulate the weighting of the two tar-
gets and lead to presaccadic pursuit that
truly is biased toward the direction of mo-
tion of one of the two targets, even after tak-
ing into account the effects of reward on the
responses to each target singly. A competi-
tive circuit with reciprocal inhibition and
excitation would be one mechanism for us-
ing reward to bias the weighting of two dif-
ferently rewarded targets (Ferrera, 2000).
However, our focus here is on the concep-
tual organizations indicated by the three
models at the top of Figure 4 rather than on the possible mechanisms
for implementing each model.

To discriminate between (1) reward modulation precedes vector
averaging and (2) reward modulates the weight of vector averaging,
we asked whether the direction of pursuit evoked by two-target mo-
tions coincided with the direction predicted by the vector average of
the responses in trials that had presented the two target motions
singly. Consider, for example, an experiment in which a two-target
stimulus included upward and rightward target motion and the cues
indicated that upward was the highly rewarded direction. The exper-
iment also would have included single-target trials with upward tar-
get motions that cued large rewards or rightward target motions that
cued small rewards. We used the responses to these two “appropri-
ately rewarded” single-target trials to form the predictions based on
equally weighted vector averaging. If vector averaging of the two
appropriately rewarded single-trial responses predicted the actual
direction for two-target responses, then we would conclude that

reward modulation is upstream to vector averaging. If, instead, the
actual direction of pursuit was biased toward the highly rewarded
target motion by comparison with the predictions of vector averag-
ing, then we would conclude that reward size was affecting the rela-
tive weighting of the two targets above and beyond its effect on the
responses to the two targets singly.

The critical test of the location of reward modulation relative
to vector averaging appears in Figure 4A. Here, the differently
shaded distributions illustrate the pursuit directions from a single
experiment for many interleaved two-target trials when right-
ward (black) or upward (gray) target motion comprised the
highly rewarded direction. The actual distributions of pursuit
direction were separated by much more than the predictions for
vector averaging of the pursuit in appropriately rewarded, single-
target trials, shown by the black and gray arrows. To summarize
the results across experiments, we computed the mean directions
for each pair of highly rewarded directions in each experiment
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Figure 4. Evaluation of three models for the relative locations of vector averaging (VA) and reward modulation. The schematic
diagrams at the top of the figure show the three models. Gray arrows show the responses to each target motion presented singly,
modulated by reward size in the second and third models. Black arrows show the eye velocity predicted by each model. The dashed
line shows the prediction of equally weighted vector averaging, which differs from the predicted eye velocity only in the third
model. A, The distribution of eye direction 200 ms after target onset for 1 experimental day. Black and gray histograms indicate the
results when the highly rewarded target moved horizontally (H; at 0°) or vertically (V; at 90°). The vertical arrows indicate the
predictions for vector averaging of the appropriately rewarded targets presented singly. B, Comparison of the average direction of
the initiation of pursuit in the data with the predictions for vector averaging of the appropriately rewarded targets presented
singly. Each symbol shows data from a different experiment (n � 8 and 11 for monkeys P and I). Diamonds and circles represent
data for monkeys I and P. The dashed line is the unity line. C, D, The difference between the weighting of the horizontal and vertical
targets for two-target stimuli plotted as a function of time from the onset of target motion. Different line styles indicate different
reward–size paradigms.
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and represented the effect of reward as the difference between the
two means. In Figure 4B, the points for all experiments lie well
above the unity line, indicating that the actual effect of reward
was considerably larger than that predicted by the vector average
of the responses to the appropriately rewarded targets presented
singly. We conclude that the locus of reward modulation is not
upstream from vector averaging.

Our analysis so far indicates that neither the VA 3 reward
hypothesis nor the reward3 VA hypothesis is supported by our
data, implying that reward size truly biased the responses to two-
target motions. Therefore, we next used the approach of Ferrera
and Lisberger (1997) and Garbutt and Lisberger (2006) to quan-
tify the weights used to combine the motion signals from two
targets under different reward conditions:

E� �t� � wH�t�ĖH�t� � wV�t�ĖV�t�.

We calculated the weights [wH(t) and wV(t)] assigned to each
target so that the net smooth eye velocity vector (Ė) is accounted
for in terms of the averages of eye velocity evoked by the appro-
priately rewarded targets presented singly (ĖH and ĖV ). The use
of the appropriately rewarded responses on the right side of the
equation above assigns the full effect of reward to the values of the
weights. The analysis considers each time separately and reports
the weighting of each target motion as a function of time and
reward size. When both coefficients are equal to 0.5 in the equa-
tion, the behavior is predicted by vector averaging of the single
target responses. Biases in eye movement toward one of the tar-
gets would be reflected in larger weights for that direction of
motion. To assess the bias toward a target, we calculated the
difference between the horizontal and vertical weights. Thus,
positive or negative weight differences indicate biases toward the
horizontal or vertical target motion.

For both monkeys, reward biased the weighting of the two
targets from the earliest times in the response when eye velocity
was large enough to allow us to perform the weight analysis (Fig.
4C,D). When the horizontal or vertical target motion was more
highly rewarded (black continuous and dashed lines), the weight
difference was positive or negative and the difference between
conditions was statistically different from zero starting at the ear-
liest time in the analysis (p � 0.01, paired Wilcoxon’s test). The
weight difference was increasingly positive or negative as time
passed up to 225 ms after the onset of target motion. In contrast,
when both directions of target motion received equal large or
small rewards (gray continuous and dashed lines), the weight
difference did not change as a function of time and differed from
zero by small amounts only because of small idiosyncratic biases
in the individual monkeys (Kahlon and Lisberger, 1999). We
obtained almost the same values of weights if we predicted the
responses to the two-target motions using the responses either
when both targets singly were highly rewarded or when neither
target singly was highly rewarded. Thus, our conclusion, that
reward biases the weight assigned to different targets toward the
highly rewarded target, does not depend on the exact details of
the model used to test the hypotheses.

Reward size enhances smooth pursuit of a single target
In Figure 4A, the predicted effects of reward based on vector
averaging of the responses to the appropriately rewarded single
targets, signified by the small horizontal shift of the two arrows,
were relatively small because of the modest effects of reward size
on the responses to single-target motions. For each direction of
single target motion, we computed the time course of the effect of

reward size by subtracting the initial eye velocity at each time
during the initiation of pursuit for small-reward targets from that
for large-reward targets. The difference was always zero or posi-
tive (Fig. 5A,B) and became non-zero within 100 ms of the onset
of target motion for seven of eight traces from the two monkeys.

We quantified the effect of anticipated reward size by measur-
ing eye velocity 200 ms after the onset of target motion for each
direction of target motion and each daily experiment and plot-
ting the eye velocity evoked in anticipation of a small reward as a
function of that evoked in anticipation of a larger reward (Fig.
5C,D). Essentially all the points lie below the unity line, indicating
larger eye velocities during pursuit initiation for large rewards.
The data were consistent across different sessions (for each mon-
key, p � 0.001, paired Wilcoxon’s test) and across initial pursuit
eye velocities, which varied widely because of the individual
directional anisotropies in the two monkeys. The effect of
reward size on pursuit of single targets amounted to �16% of
the total response (estimated by regression through the origin;
slopes of 0.87 and 0.84 in monkey I and monkey P). The small
effects of reward size on the responses to single targets explains
why the responses to two-target stimulus are accounted for
best if reward controls the weighting of different targets as part
of vector averaging.

Dependence of target bias on the size of the larger reward
To understand better how reward size modulates the bias toward
the highly rewarded target in a two-target trial, we performed
two-target experiments with three reward sizes of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4
ml. In each experiment, we interleaved all three combinations of
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Figure 5. Quantitative analysis of the effect of reward size on the initiation of pursuit for
single targets in two monkeys. A, B, Time course of the difference in the eye velocity during the
initiation of pursuit between trials that led to large versus small rewards. Different colors indi-
cate different directions of target motion, solid curves are the averages, and the lighter shading
shows the SEM across experiments. Positive values indicate that eye velocity was larger in trials
that led to large rewards. C, D, Scatter plots comparing the average velocity 200 ms after the
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in trials that delivered smaller rewards. The number of sessions was 15 for monkey P in each
direction and 16 and 17 sessions for the vertical and horizontal directions for monkey I.
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reward size [small (S), medium (M), and
large (L)[: 0.4 versus 0.1 (L vs S), 0.4 ver-
sus 0.2 (L vs M), and 0.2 versus 0.1 (M vs
S).

Figure 6 shows that modulation of the
weights of vector averaging depends mainly
on the size of the larger reward, with a pos-
sible small influence of the difference in re-
ward size. In both monkeys (Fig. 6A,B), the
eye velocity traces followed separate trajec-
tories starting from the first reliable estima-
tion after the onset of pursuit, depending on
whether the highly reward direction was
vertical or horizontal. The large versus small
reward comparison (blue traces) yielded the
largest difference and the large versus me-
dium reward comparison (green traces)
yielded a slightly smaller difference, al-
though the size of the larger reward was the
same. The medium versus small reward
comparison (red traces) yielded the smallest
difference in eye velocity directions, al-
though the reward size ratio was the same as
for the larger versus medium comparison.

To quantify the effect of the relative
reward, we calculated the difference be-
tween the eye directions (Fig. 6C,E) and
the weights assigned to the two targets
(Fig. 6D,F) when the highly rewarded di-
rection was horizontal versus vertical. We
used a time point 200 ms after target on-
set. Repeated ANOVA revealed a signifi-
cant difference among the different
combinations of reward sizes (p � 0.0001,
in Fig. 6C–F). Tukey’s post hoc comparison revealed all compar-
isons to be significant for monkey I (p � 0.001 for directions and
p � 0.01 for weights). In monkey S, the effects on both direction
and weights were significantly larger for L versus S and L versus M
than for M versus S (p � 0.001) but were statistically identical for
L versus S and L versus M (p � 0.05).

Saccade behavior also depended on the size of the larger re-
ward. The monkey almost always chose the target with the largest
reward without regard for the size of the other reward (for mon-
key I, 99.4 and 99.5% in the L vs M and L vs S trials; for monkey
S, 97.3 and 98.7% in the L vs M and L vs S trials). In trials that did
not include the largest reward (M vs S), monkeys I and S chose the
highly rewarded target in only 90 and 84.7% of the trials.

Timing of pursuit planning for target choice
To examine whether the monkey is planning the future pursuit
movement and to test the timing of the effects of reward on pursuit,
we modified the two-target task so that it provided information
about which target would be rewarded only at the onset of target
motion (Ferrera, 2000; Case and Ferrera, 2007). In interleaved
trials, we presented the two conditions illustrated in the sche-
matic diagrams at the top of Figure 7. In our standard “cue-and-
target” condition, the cues appeared well before the onset of
target motion so that the monkey knew about the relationship
between target motion direction and reward size in advance of
the pursuit segments of the trial. In a “target-only” condition, the
targets did not appear until they started to move, so that the
monkey did not receive an advance cue about the highly re-
warded direction.

Availability of the cue before the onset of target motion led to
an earlier bias of eye velocity toward the highly rewarded direc-
tion. As before, the traces followed separate trajectories starting
from the onset of pursuit (monkey I) or very soon after the onset
of pursuit (monkey P) when the highly rewarded direction was
cued 800 –1200 ms before the onset of target motion (Fig. 7A,B,
solid traces). When the cue was withheld until the onset of target
motion, the effect of the cue was delayed. The eye velocity for the
horizontal versus vertical highly rewarded directions did not sep-
arate until almost 150 ms after the onset of target motion (Fig.
7A,B, dashed traces).

To assess the time course of the development of the bias to-
ward the highly rewarded direction of target motion, we plotted
the difference between the mean horizontal and vertical eye ve-
locities when the large reward was in the horizontal versus the
vertical direction, as a function of time (Fig. 7C,D). The differ-
ence traces show that the bias toward the highly rewarded direc-
tion appeared earlier in the cue and target condition than in the
target-only condition. In the cue-and-target condition (continu-
ous curves), the effect of reward was statistically significant in the
horizontal eye velocity 72 and 106 ms after the onset of target
motion for monkeys I and P (p � 0.05, paired Wilcoxon’s test).
For the target-only condition (dashed curves), the bias did not
reach statistical significance in the horizontal eye velocity
traces until 123 and 150 ms after the onset of target motion for
the two monkeys. Reward size had little or no effect on the
vertical pursuit in monkey P in Figure 7. However, the control
of horizontal eye velocity by reward was clear in the monkey’s
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Figure 6. Graded effects of different reward sizes. A, B, Two-dimensional plots for the two monkeys of average vertical eye
velocity versus horizontal (Horiz.) eye velocity for each millisecond in the first 225 ms after the onset of target motion with different
reward levels. Traces that travel closer to the horizontal and vertical axis show data for trials with horizontal or vertical highly
rewarded directions. For simplicity of presentation, all directions were transformed to plot in the first quadrant. Symbols on the
traces indicate different times after the onset of target motion. Blue, green, and red traces represent experiments with reward sizes
of large versus small (L vs S), large versus medium (L vs M), and medium versus small (M vs S). C, E, Eye direction 200 ms after the
onset of target motion when vertical was the highly rewarded direction minus that when horizontal was the highly rewarded
direction. D, F, The weight afforded the highly rewarded direction 200 ms after the onset of target motion minus that afforded the
other direction. In C–F, each symbol plots the average from one experimental session. Colors have the same significance as in A and
B. Lines connect the three symbols for conditions that were interleaved in the same session. Bars represent the average within each
group.
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data, and the effect of the time of the cue was qualitatively the
same in the two monkeys.

Effect of reward size on directional learning in pursuit
In pursuit eye movements, learning is caused by sensory instruc-
tive signals that indicate errors in tracking. Thus, pursuit pro-
vides an example of error-correcting learning rather than a form
of reinforcement learning. Still, the size of the reward may have
an effect on either the expression of the learned response or the
speed and strength of the acquisition of learning. It follows that
analysis of the relationship between reward size and learning
should reveal how the two processes interact in the conceptual
organization of pursuit. Previous experiments have shown that
pursuit learning of a change in target speed occurs upstream from
vector averaging (Kahlon and Lisberger, 1999). Therefore, our find-
ing here that reward modulation occurs at the site of vector averag-
ing suggests that that learning would be upstream from reward
modulation, as well.

We subjected monkeys to tracking conditions that cause a
learned change in the direction of pursuit eye movements
(Medina et al., 2005; Yang and Lisberger, 2010) under different
reward conditions. The schematic at the top of Figure 8 illustrates

the configuration of the “learning” and
“probe” trials used for these experiments.
While the monkey fixated a stationary tar-
get, a second target appeared several de-
grees eccentric and indicated, by its color,
whether successful completion of the trial
would result in a large or small reward.
After 800 –1200 ms, the fixation point dis-
appeared and the colored spot moved at
constant speed for 250 ms in a fixed direc-
tion that we will call the “probe direc-
tion.” In learning trials, we provided an
instructive change in target direction by
having the target acquire an orthogonal
component of motion in what we will call
the “learning direction”; net target mo-
tion was in an oblique direction for the
remainder of the trial. In probe trials, the
target simply continued to move in the
probe direction throughout the duration
of the trial.

We characterize a learning experiment
with the colored image in Figure 8A, in
which color indicates eye velocity in the
learning direction, each horizontal line of
pixels indicates the time course of eye ve-
locity in the learning direction for one
trial, and learning progresses trial-by-trial
from the bottom to the top of the image.
In the first several learning trials, eye ve-
locity was initiated in the direction of the
probe target motion but there was no eye
movement in the learning direction, as
shown by the entirely blue color of the
bottom lines of Figure 8A. As the learning
trials progressed, monkeys first acquired a
small eye velocity in the learning direction
that appeared before the time when the
target started to move in the learning di-
rection (250 ms). Thus, all except the bot-
tom two or three horizontal lines in Figure

8A are light blue starting �150 ms after the onset of target mo-
tion in the probe direction. As learning progressed further, the
size of eye velocity in the learning direction increased until it was
close to 5°/s by the time of the instructive change in target direc-
tion, 250 ms after the onset of target motion in the probe direc-
tion. Figure 8A shows only the eye velocity between the onset of
target motion in the probe direction and 50 ms after the instruc-
tive change in target direction. Any change in the eye movement
in this interval must reflect the learned component of the move-
ment, because it is too early to be driven by the instructive target
motion in the learning direction. At later times, learning would
be obscured by the direct eye velocity response to the instructive
change in target motion. We quantified the size of the learned eye
movement on the basis of the eye velocity in the interval from 200
to 300 ms after the onset of target motion.

The size of the learned eye velocity reached a larger value when
the learning trials led to a larger reward. Figure 8B shows that the
eye velocity in the learning direction, averaged over the 50th to
the last learning trial, was consistently larger for learning blocks
that used the large reward (blue curves) versus trials in learning
blocks that used the small reward (red curves). The difference
appeared over the entire duration of the eye velocity response in
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the learning direction. Changing the or-
der of the blocks with the large and small
rewards in learning trials confirmed that
this was an effect of reward size and not
fatigue.

The effect of reward on the size of the
learned eye movement was present across
the entire learning block (Fig. 8C,D). We
binned the learning trials into groups of
10 for each experiment and took the aver-
age of the mean eye velocity in the interval
from 200 to 300 ms after the target move-
ment onset across experiments. The
shapes of the resulting learning curves did
not depend strongly on the size of the re-
ward, but the amplitude of the learned re-
sponse was larger in the high-reward
blocks for almost every bin in both
monkeys.

The effect of reward size on learning
could be attributable to either (1) faster or
bigger acquisition of learning under con-
ditions in which the monkey receives large
versus small reward or (2) modulation of
the expression of learning without any ef-
fect on the learning process itself. We
test these possibilities by measuring the
learned eye movement in probe trials.
Suppose, for example, that the learned eye
movement is the same size during a probe
trial with a target that cues a large reward
as during a learning trial with a target that
cues a small reward. Then, we would con-
clude that reward size modulates the time
course or amplitude of the learning pro-
cess but not the expression of a previously
learned response. Conversely, suppose
that the learned eye movement is larger
during a probe trial with a target that cues
a large reward than during a learning trial
with a target that cues a small reward.
Then we can conclude that reward modu-
lates the expression of learning, at least to
some degree. If reward modulates the ex-
pression of learning, then the locus of
learning may be upstream from the site of
reward modulation. The latter possibility
is similar to findings that learning can oc-
cur without any explicit reward (Blodgett,
1929; Tolman, 1948).

To discriminate between effects of reward size on acquisition
versus expression of learning, we probed the learned response
with targets that cued large or small rewards during and after
learning induced with targets that cued the opposite, small or
large rewards. As before, probes comprised target motions that
started in the same direction as learning target motions but did
not contain an instructive change in the direction of target mo-
tion. Any expression of the learned eye movement in probe trials
must be attributed to previous learning. Note that the use of
probes with the opposite reward size from the learning trials is an
important element of the experimental design and ensures that
the probe target color never was associated with the learning
direction and hence did not contribute to learning.

Our results contradict the alternative that the larger learned
response is solely attributable to modulation of the acquisition of
learning. In the experiment summarized by Figure 9, A and B,
probe trials with a target that cued and led to a small reward (red
curves) caused somewhat smaller eye velocities than interleaved
learning trials with targets that cued and led to larger rewards
(blue curves). In Figure 9, C and D, probe trials with a large
reward (blue curves) caused somewhat larger eye velocities than
did interleaved learning trials with smaller rewards.

We quantified the effect of reward size on the expression of
learning by averaging the eye velocity in the learning direction in
the 200 –300 ms interval after the onset of target motion for learn-
ing and probe trials and plotting the eye velocity evoked for trials
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that led to a small reward versus that for trials that led to a large
reward (Fig. 9E,F). Whether we induced learning with a large
reward and probed with a small reward (open circles) or vice
versa (� symbols), almost all the points lay below the unity line.
Therefore, both of our monkeys emitted larger eye velocities for
targets that cued larger rewards without regard for whether the
target motion comprised a probe trial or a learning trial. We
conclude that at least part of the effect of reward on the learned eye
velocity in the learning trials (Fig. 8B) is attributable to modulation of
the expression of the learned eye movement. Given that reward ap-
pears to act at the site of vector averaging, our results on learning are
compatible with the previous conclusion (Kahlon and Lisberger,
1999) that learning occurs upstream from vector averaging.

In an independent test of whether reward affected the acqui-
sition or expression of learning, we ran a separate set of learning
experiments with probe trials that were delivered after the learn-
ing block, always used a cue with a different color (red), and led to

a medium size reward. In different exper-
iments, the reward for the probe trials al-
ways was the same, and learning trials led
to large or small rewards. If reward mod-
ulates the acquisition of learning, then we
would expect to find responses in probe
trials that depended on whether learning
was induced with a small or large reward,
although the probe trials always delivered
the same, medium-sized reward. We did
not find any significant differences in the
average eye velocity in probe trials that de-
livered medium reward after learning
with large or small rewards (Fig. 9G,H,
p � 0.89, Mann–Whitney test, 300 ms af-
ter target movement onset). We conclude
that reward modulates primarily the ex-
pression of learning and that it does so in
both learning and probe trials. Still, addi-
tional experiments will be needed to fully
exclude the possibility that reward size
also modulates the size or speed of the ac-
quisition of the learned response.

Discussion
The motivation provided by reward has
a powerful effect on human and animal
behavior. The past 15 years have seen
considerable interest in the mechanisms
of action of reward, with the primary
insight that the basal ganglia contain a
flexible representation of the actual and
expected reward. However, identifica-
tion of a “code” for reward leaves open
the question of how and where that code
alters behavior. Our premise in studying
the effect of reward size on smooth pur-
suit eye movements was that we could
capitalize on the extensive knowledge of
the neural basis for pursuit and its rela-
tion to different components of pursuit
behavior. Thus, our experiments were
designed to determine which compo-
nents of the pursuit behavior are af-
fected by reward.

We have taken advantage of two attri-
butes of the pursuit system. First, we have

restricted our attention to the earliest parts of the response before
there has been time for visual feedback. For the initiation of pur-
suit, this has meant the first 100 ms of the response, up to 200 ms
after the onset of target motion. For the learned responses, it has
meant the component of eye velocity up to 50 ms after the in-
structive change in target direction. As a result, we can interpret
our data in the context of the flow of neural signals from sensory
to motor parts of the circuit in that brief interval. Second, we have
asked how pursuit is affected by reward under different condi-
tions that exercise different features of the pursuit response: in
the presence of a single target or two targets, and in a learning
task. Because we already know much about the flow of neural
signals under each of these conditions, our results allow us to
localize reward modulation within the functional signal flow of
the pursuit circuit.
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The location of reward modulation
Our data indicate that reward modulation occurs downstream
from sensory processing, downstream from the site of pursuit
learning, and upstream from final motor processing. If we as-
sume a single site of reward modulation, then our experiments
with two-target trials, single target trials, and learning all are con-
sistent with reward modulation at the site at which vector aver-
aging occurs and multiple targets compete for control of pursuit
eye movement.

Our finding of a bias in the weighting of the highly rewarded
target in pursuit initiation for two-target stimuli argues against the
hypothesis that the site of reward modulation is in the sensory rep-
resentation of the highly rewarded target. Additional evidence
against a sensory locus comes from the effect of reward on a learned
change in target direction. Because the learned eye movement is
orthogonal to the sensory stimulus, it probably is not driven directly
by the sensory stimulus: reward must have an effect outside of sen-
sory processing. Thus, it seems unlikely that reward modulation oc-
curs in the middle temporal visual area, a key sensory structure in the
processing of visual motion information for pursuit (Newsome and
Paré, 1988; Ferrera and Lisberger, 1997; Groh et al., 1997). In agree-
ment with our conclusion that reward modulation occurs down-
stream from sensory processing, previous papers have shown that
the first 100 ms of the responses of MT neurons are spared modula-
tion by extra-retinal signals such as attention (Lee and Maunsell,
2010). Furthermore, Ferrera and Lisberger (1997) showed that the
response biases in MT and the medial superior temporal area MST
are far too small to account for the high degree of selectivity shown
by pursuit behavior when monkeys use a color cue to choose be-
tween two targets moving in different directions.

Our data on the effects of reward size on the mean weighting of
two targets might be explained by a competitive neural circuit based
on reciprocal inhibition and excitation to implement weighted vec-
tor averaging (Ferrera, 2000). In principle, a competitive network
could amplify the small effects of reward size on the sensory signals
for two targets, leading to the large and nonlinear biases seen in our
data, even if the locus of reward action was upstream from vector
averaging. However, three other pieces of evidence contradict pre-
dictions of the competitive network. (1) Targets of different speeds
are equally weighted when they are used in a two-target stimulus
(Lisberger and Ferrera, 1997); a competitive network might be ex-
pected to weight faster targets more strongly. (2) Target luminance
has a larger effect on the responses to single targets than we found
here for reward but biases the responses to two-target stimuli more
weakly than does reward size when the targets appear at different
spatial locations as in our design here (Niu and Lisberger, 2011); a
competitive network based on imbalances in the sensory inputs
might be expected to weight brighter targets much more strongly.
(3) Because of the trial-by-trial variation in the strength of sensory
signals, a competitive network should cause a large increase in the
variance for two-target stimuli, relative to the variance predicted by
simple vector averaging of the responses to the two targets singly.
Niu and Lisberger (2011) as well as an analysis of the variation in our
data fail to support this prediction. Thus, the weight of the evidence
appears to contradict the possibility that reward acts entirely up-
stream from a competitive mechanism for combining multiple mo-
tion signals.

The effects of reward on the pursuit evoked by motion of two
targets argue against a purely motor locus for reward modula-
tion. If the site of reward modulation were in the motor system,
downstream from the site where two target motions compete to
control pursuit, then reward size should alter the magnitude of
eye velocity but would not be able to bias the direction of eye

velocity in two-target trials toward the direction of the highly
rewarded target. If we assume that there is a single site of reward
modulation, then that site cannot be in the final motor process-
ing. If, however, we allow multiple sites of reward modulation,
then a site in the motor system would be consistent with the
modest effects of reward size on pursuit of a single target and on
the expression of pursuit learning.

Loci in which two moving targets compete for the initiation
of pursuit
There are at least two loci within the pursuit circuit in which two
targets compete for control of the initiation of pursuit. At one
locus, hypothesized to be in the primary visual cortex or extra-
striate area MT, stimuli compete if they occupy overlapping re-
gions of the visual field, and the relative luminance of the two
moving stimuli is important (Niu and Lisberger, 2011). If one
stimulus is eight times brighter than the other, then the initiation
of pursuit is dominated by the brighter stimulus, although the
dimmer stimulus is a very effective pursuit target if presented
singly. The second locus for target competition seems to be
downstream from sensory processing, dominates the pursuit re-
sponse when the targets moved across separate parts of the visual
field, and does not support strong competition between two tar-
gets based on their relative luminance (Niu and Lisberger, 2011).

The precedence of a more highly rewarded target in our present
data resembles, as a behavioral phenomenon, the dominance of the
brighter of two targets. However, the competition on the basis of
luminance appears to occur in early visual processing, and we have
argued above that the locus of the reward modulation is down-
stream from area MT. In addition, in the present experiments,
we used pairs of targets that were separated by at least 5 ° in the
visual field so that the size of receptive fields in MT would not
allow direct interaction of the two target motions. Therefore,
we think that the mechanism of reward action is different from
the mechanism for modulation by relative luminance.

We think that the modulation of pursuit by reward size is
more closely related to paradigms that bias the initial pursuit
response toward one target or the other by providing cues about
the direction of the future target motion (Garbutt and Lisberger,
2006; Shichinohe et al., 2009). Biases with longer latencies occur
when monkeys are cued about the direction of the required eye
movement at the onset of target motion (Ferrera and Lisberger,
1995; Ferrera, 2000; Case and Ferrera, 2007; Mahaffy and Krauz-
lis, 2011a). These different forms of modulation of the initiation
of pursuit all share the property that they rely on voluntary con-
trol and that they occur with pursuit targets that occupy different
regions of the visual field. We think they may occur at a single
neural locus, and we propose that the use of reward size provides
the simplest approach to study the neural mechanism of the
modulation, because it takes so little time or effort to induce a
monkey to track a highly rewarded target preferentially.

Possible anatomical locations of reward modulation
The basal ganglia are specifically linked to the presence or absence
of a reward and its effect on behavior (Schultz, 1998; Lauwereyns
et al., 2002; Joshua et al., 2008), and we imagine that they also play
an important role in modulation of pursuit behavior by reward
size. There is a strong anatomical relationship between the basal
ganglia and the smooth eye movement region of the frontal eye
fields, or FEFSEM (Tian and Lynch, 1997; Cui et al., 2003). Activity
in the basal ganglia is related to pursuit (O’Driscoll et al., 2000;
Basso et al., 2005). Therefore, the FEFSEM could be the location of
reward modulation.
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The main features of the FEFSEM are as follows: (1) its neurons
are direction selective for pursuit eye movements (Gottlieb et al.,
1994; Tanaka and Fukushima, 1998); (2) its output appears to
modulate the strength, or gain, of visual–motor transmission
(Tanaka and Lisberger, 2001); and (3) different neurons in the
FEFSEM contribute to pursuit and pursuit learning selectively
over different narrow time segments of the total pursuit response
(Schoppik et al., 2008; Li and Lisberger, 2011). The role of the
FEFSEM in modulating the gain of visual–motor transmission fits
well with our finding that the effects of reward modulation can be
understood in terms of modulation of the weight of the visual
motion signals from one or multiple targets. Other studies of the
FEFSEM show that its activity mostly follows the selection of a
pursuit target, in agreement with the idea that modulation by
reward and other voluntary mechanisms occurs in the inputs to,
or directly on, the neurons of the FEFSEM (Mahaffy and Krauzlis,
2011a,b). The FEFSEM need not act alone in modulation of pur-
suit eye movement, and other evidence indicates that the superior
colliculus also could play a role (Nummela and Krauzlis, 2011).

Available data clearly place the locus of reward modulation of
pursuit eye movements and other forms of target selection at a
middle level of sensory–motor processing, both after the early
sensory representation of target motion and before the final mo-
tor commands are assembled in the cerebellum. The hypothesis
that a representation of reward in the basal ganglia modulates
pursuit initiation through the FEFSEM, with a possible role for the
superior colliculus as well, is appealing in light of available data.
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